O ptical coherence tomography (OCT) has evolved into an essential tool for the management of patients with vitreoretinal disorders. 1 The ability to produce retinal thickness maps is a key element of OCT imaging-average thickness measurements derived from these maps (eg, foveal central subfield [FCS] ) have become important outcome parameters in clinical trials, and are used by many clinicians to monitor patients' response to therapy. 2, 3 The accuracy of such measurements is dependent on automated detection (segmentation) of the inner and outer retinal boundaries by the OCT instrument software. 4 However, errors in automated segmentation commonly occur, and are often severe, particularly in diseases that result in significant disruption of the outer retina (eg, neovascular age-related macular degeneration [AMD]). [5] [6] [7] [8] These errors may explain, at least in part, why many studies have failed to find a significant correlation between OCTderived retinal thickness and visual acuity. 9, 10 As a result, manual correction of these errors is often performed in dedicated reading centers to ensure that accurate data are provided for analysis in clinical trials. 11 Aside from segmentation errors, however, another potential concern in the accuracy of retinal thickness maps, is artifact introduced by interpolation of data between OCT scan lines. 12 Time domain OCT instruments, such as Stratus OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) have slow image acquisition speeds and, as a result, specialized scanning protocols are required to allow topographic assessment of the entire macula. 13 In these devices, the most commonly used macular thickness protocols consist of six radial line B-scans, offset by 30°, and passing through the foveal center. Use of such protocols allows concentration of retinal sampling near the foveal center, but means that there is significant separation between sampled points at the periphery of the B-scan; extensive interpolation is thus required for construction of retinal thickness maps. 4, 14 In contrast, recently introduced spectral domain OCT (SDOCT) instruments, such as Cirrus HD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec), offer dramatically improved image acquisition speeds, allowing more complete coverage of the macula with raster scans, and potentially reducing the need for interpolation when generating retinal thickness maps. 15, 16 In SDOCT devices, the need for interpolation is dependent on the number of B-scans in the raster scan protocol; however, the B-scan density required to produce reliable retinal thickness maps is unknown. Despite the rapid speed of SDOCT devices, eye movements remain a problem when very high sampling density is required. 1 In addition, measurements from SDOCT remain prone to segmentation error, particularly in the context of structurally complex disease 6, 8 ; and, unlike time domain OCT, manual correction of segmentation errors in typical SDOCT scanning protocols is unlikely to be practical. 17 If a fewer number of B-scans were shown to yield similar results, less dense scanning protocols could be used for map generation, thereby reducing the impact of eye motion and increasing the feasibility of manual error correction. As SDOCT devices are increasingly incorporated into both clinical trials and practice, these issues are likely to be of critical importance in providing accurate anatomic measurements.
In this report, we study the impact of OCT B-scan density on retinal thickness measurements obtained from a single SDOCT device, Cirrus HD-OCT.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection
OCT images were collected and reviewed from a series of consecutive patients referred for Cirrus HD-OCT imaging, between January and October 2008, from a tertiary retina and ophthalmology subspecialty practice at the Doheny Eye Institute. Approval for data collection and analysis was obtained from the institutional review board of the University of Southern California. The research adhered to the tenets set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki.
For Cirrus HD-OCT, the standard macular imaging protocol in the Doheny Ophthalmic Imaging Unit consists of the Macular Cube and the 5 Line Raster scanning protocols (Fig. 1) . The high definition 5 Line Raster protocol is typically used for qualitative assessments, while retinal thickness maps are provided by the Macular Cube protocol. The Macular Cube protocol consists of 128 horizontally oriented B-scans, each 6 mm in length and composed of 512 equally spaced transverse sampled locations. All 128 OCT B-scans are acquired in a continuous, automated sequence and cover a 6 mm ϫ 6 mm area.
To determine eligibility for inclusion in this study, a certified Doheny Image Reading Center OCT grader (PAK) reviewed all 128 B-scans for each case to select 115 consecutive cases with adequate segmentation according to previously reported criteria. 8 The OCT data for these 115 cases were exported to disc using the export feature available in the Cirrus HD-OCT version 3.0.0.64 software. For each case, the clinical chart was also reviewed to identify the referring diagnosis or disease.
Generation of Retinal Thickness Maps
A software tool, entitled "OCTOR," has previously been created by Doheny Image Reading Center software engineers to facilitate viewing and manual grading of time domain OCT datasets. OCTOR is publicly accessible at http://www.diesel.la and has been described and validated in previous reports. 18 -20 OCTOR has recently been updated to allow analysis of SDOCT datasets (eg, Cirrus HD-OCT Macular Cube protocol), and has been renamed "3D-OCTOR" to reflect this. In a similar fashion to the original OCTOR software, 3D-OCTOR allows importation of raw OCT image data and retinal boundaries (from automated segmentation), and the generation of retinal thickness maps analogous to those produced by the OCT manufacturers' software. Much like the first generation OCTOR, 3D-OCTOR uses the dimension of the B-scan image (as specified by the manufacturer) to convert the number of pixels between the inner and outer retinal boundaries into a thickness measurement at each A-scan location. The thicknesses at all unsampled locations, between the raster scans, are then interpolated based on a linear approximation (using nearest neighbor sampling between A-scans, followed by bilinear sampling between B-scans) to yield a retinal thickness map. The precise interpolation algorithms used by Cirrus HD-OCT and other SDOCT instruments are proprietary and not publically available. 15 Therefore, to validate that the measurements provided by 3D-OCTOR were similar to those provided by Cirrus HD-OCT, thickness measurements from all nine Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) subfields were compared in all cases.
Modulating B-scan Density
To determine the relationship between retinal thickness measurements and B-scan sampling density, 3D-OCTOR was used to re-generate retinal thickness maps after elimination of varying numbers of inter- 
Statistical Methods
The retinal thickness measurements computed using all available Bscans in the Macular Cube protocol (ie, 1:1) were considered the "ground-truth" to which measurements from all other sampling densities were compared. For each case, the difference ("error") from the ground-truth value for the FCS, and the total macular volume, was calculated for each sampling density. Mean differences were calculated using absolute values (as opposed to a simple mean, which could potentially mask or minimize apparent differences). Relative (percentage) differences were calculated by dividing the value of the difference between the two measurements by the mean of the two measurements, and multiplying by 100). Bland-Altman plots were generated to facilitate comparisons between values for each B-scan sampling density and ground-truth measurements. The effect of disease diagnosis on mean error was also studied. All statistical analysis was performed using commercially available software (Intercooled Stata for Windows, Version 9; Statacorp LP, College Station, TX). The accepted level of significance for all tests was P Յ 0.05.
RESULTS
Demographic Characteristics
A total of 115 consecutive cases of patients imaged with the Cirrus HD-OCT at the Doheny Eye Institute Ophthalmic Imaging Unity, using the Macular Cube (512 ϫ 128) volume scan protocol, met the criteria for inclusion in the series. The mean age of the patients was 63 years, and 47% were women. The primary referring diagnosis in the selected cases was retinal vascular disease (eg, diabetic retinopathy, retinal vein occlusion) in 34 cases (29.6%), choroidal vascular disease (eg, neovascular AMD) in 11 cases (9.6%), and abnormalities of the vitreomacular interface (eg, vitreomacular traction, epiretinal membrane) in 24 cases (20.9%). A more detailed breakdown of all disease groups, with exact disease diagnoses, is provided in Table 1 . Table 2 illustrates the level of agreement between the interpolation methods used by 3D-OCTOR and Cirrus HD-OCT, when the two methods were applied to the same Cirrus-obtained retinal boundaries. A Bland-Altman plot of the mean difference between the two analysis methods for the FCS thickness is shown in Figure 2 .
Comparison of 3D-OCTOR Interpolation and Cirrus HD-OCT Interpolation Algorithms
B-scan Sampling Density and Foveal Central Subfield Thickness
For the FCS thickness, the mean absolute error was 0.14 Ϯ 0. * Calculated by subtracting thickness measurements obtained using the 3D-OCTOR interpolation method (on the Cirrus-obtained retinal boundaries) from measurements obtained using the Cirrus HD-OCT interpolation method for each case, and then taking the absolute value.
† Percent Difference ϭ (Absolute Difference/(Cirrus HD-OCT interpolation measurement ϩ 3D-OCTOR interpolation measurement)/2) ⅐ 100). (Fig. 3B) . The maximum percentage error was 0.27% for 64 B-scans, 0.80% for 32 B-scans, 4.01% for 16 B-scans, and 15.52% for 8 B-scans.
The mean thicknesses of the neurosensory retina at the FCS were 307.14 Ϯ 119. 
B-scan Sampling Density and Total Macular Volume
For the total macular volume, the mean absolute error was 0.000 Ϯ 0.002 mm 3 (Fig. 5B) . The maximum percentage error was 0.136% for 64 B-scans, 0.148% for 32 B-scans, 0.401% for 16 B-scans, and 1.738% for 8 B-scans.
Retinal Sampling Density and Disease
No statistically significant association was found between referring disease diagnosis and either the percentage, or the absolute, differences between each sampling density and the ground truth (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
In this study, reduction in the scanning density of an SDOCT volume scan acquisition was associated with a progressive increase in the error of retinal thickness measurements. However, the magnitude of error was minimal until the scanning density was reduced to every eighth B-scan (ie, 16 B-scans, with an equal spacing of 375 m)-at this point, the mean percentage error in FCS retinal thickness was approximately 1%, with a maximum error of approximately 4%. Similarly, total macular volume measurements were associated with minimal error until the OCT B-scan density was reduced to every eighth scan of the Macular Cube protocol. In contrast, at a scanning density of every fourth B-scan (32 B-scans, with a spacing of 188 m), the maximum error in FCS retinal thickness was Ͻ1%.
These observations have relevance for the design of clinical trials of retinal disease incorporating SDOCT. In these trials, retinal thickness measurements-in particular FCS retinal thickness-serve as anatomic outcome parameters. 2, 3 To ensure the accuracy of these measurements, ophthalmic image reading centers commonly perform manual correction of errors in the retinal boundary segmentation. 11, 21 Manual correction of such errors is feasible in the context of time domain OCT (eg, Stratus OCT), where typically only six radially oriented B-scans are acquired. 18, 20 Manual correction may be impractical, however, with SDOCT datasets, where 128 (or more) B-scans are commonly obtained. 17, 22 In the current report, a sampling density of every fourth B-scan was associated with minimal error-at such a density, only the central six B-scans actually contribute to the calculation of FCS thickness. Thus, reading center correction of SDOCT datasets obtained at this sampling density would appear both feasible and clinically relevant. The requirement of fewer B-scans for the accurate generation of retinal thickness maps has other potential benefits for the design of SDOCT acquisition protocols in clinical trials. Although commercial SDOCT instruments are 40 to 100 times faster than Stratus OCT, eye movement artifacts (eg, vertical microsaccades) can still occur, and lead to inaccuracies or inconsistencies in retinal thickness maps. 1, [23] [24] [25] Cirrus HD-OCT, for example, requires 2 seconds to procure all 128 B-scans of the Macular Cube protocol. If only 32 B-scans were required, however, image acquisition would be completed in 0.5 seconds, further reducing the risk of eye movement artifact. Some SDOCT instruments, such as the Spectralis OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Inc., Vista, CA), use eye tracking to address this issue. 26, 27 In patients with significant eye disease and poor fixation, however, tracking of eye movements can result in prolonged acquisition times and ultimately limit the density of scans that can be acquired. Thus, our finding is also of relevance to these tracking-enabled devices, and may allow for the utilization of uniform scanning protocols across SDOCT devices.
Use of raster scan protocols with a lower sampling density may also facilitate increased implementation of OCT B-scan averaging, a feature of many SDOCT instruments. 28, 29 The rapid scanning of SDOCT allows multiple B-scans to be averaged, thus reducing speckle noise and allowing detailed visualization of fine structures. This improved image quality is particularly important for delineating faint structures in the outer retina, such as the external limiting membrane, or different components of choroidal neovascular lesions, and may allow more accurate automated segmentation of retinal boundaries. 30, 31 Alternatively, if B-scan averaging is not available, OCT images may be acquired so that the transverse pixel density of individual B-scans is far in excess of that required to achieve the maximum optical transverse resolution. 32 Cirrus HD-OCT applies this technique when acquiring the "High Definition 5 Line Raster Protocol" (Fig. 1A) . This feature enables selected parts of the image to be enlarged without excessive pixelation, but should not be confused with an increased transverse resolution of the OCT image itself.
Our study has a number of limitations-in particular, our findings are limited to a single SDOCT system: Cirrus HD-OCT by Carl Zeiss Meditec. While we believe that these findings may be applicable to other SDOCT systems, further study will be required to confirm this hypothesis. In addition, since we limited the study to cases with good segmentation, complex cases such as those with AMD (only 22) were relatively underrepresented. Although we did not find an association between mean error values and disease diagnosis, our study was not adequately powered to ascertain this with certainty. Furthermore, while the results of this study suggest that less dense sampling may be sufficient for the generation of retinal thickness maps, it is important to note that our findings do not imply that less dense sampling is sufficient for all aspects of clinical trials or clinical practice. For example, it is not clear whether less dense sampling will be sufficient for sub-analyses of specific structures or compartments such as quantifying zones of subretinal fluid or pigment epithelial detachments. Also, quantitative data are only one facet of OCT used by clinicians. Qualitative assessment of OCT data and identification of clinically relevant features such as retinal cysts, subretinal fluid, and pigment epithelial detachments, is a common clinical application of OCT. 12 It is possible that less-dense sampling could reduce the sensitivity for detecting these features, with a potentially deleterious effect on patient care. 33 This issue requires further study. It is possible that the optimum scanning density for qualitative assessment may be disease-specific, and a variety of different scanning patterns may be required for clinical practice. In the interim, when designing SDOCT acquisition protocols for use in clinical trials, we would recommend considering more dense scans for qualitative assessments and less dense scans for calculation of quantitative parameters, particularly when manual correction is expected to be necessary.
